APPLICATIONS

- Office buildings
- Hotels
- Shopping centers
- Restaurants
- Educational facilities
- Industrial facilities
- Other commercial buildings

SUGGESTED SPECIFICATIONS

U.S. and Canada

- NSF listed and certified by BLAST
- nsf listed and certified by NSF
- NSF listed and certified by ETL

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

- 6100CC: 3-pack replacement filter
- 5100CC: Replacement filter
- Vandal resistant stem extension

IMAGES

PRODUCT FEATURES

- Touchless dispensing
- Quiet operation
- Durable construction
- Easy to install
- Easy to maintain
- Energy efficient

SPECIFICATIONS

Models LZ788S and LZ877S (R)BWS

Cooler/Bottle Filling Station
EZ/H2O™ System

Available at the MUSC E & F Storeroom $1,026.89 for the unit plus labor